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This the 2nd one for 2009 has the usual mixture of articles, having a bias towards the Sea Venom and 76
Sqn. Don't forget that some articles have multiple HTML pages ('click' on the next buttons) and that one
should click on any thumbnail pictures to load a larger copy.
As usual I have to thank those people who have kindly allowed us to reproduce their articles and photos this
issue, in particular the following - Mick Mirkovic, Dick Hourigan, Peter Malone, Owen Lambert, Roger
Lambert, Brian Kerr, Clarke Cone, Ley Reynolds. Dave Edwards Phil Thompson, Danni Lang and John
Adams for the Sea Venom material, Alan Yee, Warren Evans & the AHMWA. Don't forget that all photos
credited to these individuals are subject to copyright and cannot be reproduced without their written
permission. I also am grateful to Red Roo, Damian Casey from Aussie Decals, Phillip Listermann and
Ozmods for the review material.
Don't forget that all and any contributions to this publication are always welcomed, so send any material to
the editorial address (P.O Box and email listed at the end of this page), or hand it to me at club meetings.

Steve Mackenzie - Editor

Except where noted, all material in IN miniature remains the copyright of the
author, editors and IPMS
NSW. Reproduction of any
material is prohibited without
written permission of the
copyright holders.
All correspondence to:
IN miniature Magazine
c/o P.O. Box 175
Belmore 2192
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Target Tugs of the RAN - De Havilland Sea Venom

Sea Venom TT survivor, WZ943 on a pole at Nowra, although no longer painted in the Target Tug colour scheme. Photo: Phil
Thompson.

by Roger Lambert & Steve Mackenzie
This is the first of a series of articles written specifically for “In
Miniature” that will deal with the target tug aircraft of the RAN. While
certain aircraft will be familiar to most modellers and researchers, the
use of other aircraft in the target towing role may come as somewhat
of a surprise.
RAN target tug aircraft to be covered in this series include piston
engine aeroplanes and jets. The aircraft will not be covered in
chronological order but rather when the authors feel that they have
sufficient, relevant, authoritative information to warrant publication.
All articles will be accompanied by photographs, profiles and plan
drawings, as well as suggested kits and after market assessories for
use by the modeller to construct a target tug version of the aircraft
being profiled. Where possible, detailed information, photographs and
technical drawings on the types of target towing equipment used on
particular aircraft will also be provided.
RAN target tug aircraft to be covered in the series include but are not
limited to:this was reduced in
•
•
•

De Havilland Sea Venom
Douglas TA4G Skyhawk
Fairey Firefly

The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch,
Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts devoted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling. The club
meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when the
meeting is held on the 3rd Saturday. Meetings start at 1:00 PM and
are held at
Ryde City Bowling Club
Blaxland Road
Top Ryde NSW

Introduction
Regular readers of “In Miniature” will be familiar with the excellent four
part series written by our Editor, Steve MacKenzie, on the ‘Hawker
Demon in RAAF Service’ (Volumes 21-1, 21-2, 21-3 and 21-4 refer).
Readers would also have seen the first of our joint articles on the
‘Target Tugs of the RAAF’ covering the Hawker Demon in the TT role
(Volume 22-4 refers).
During his research on our Demons, Steve came across some
interesting photographs and information that not only enabled him to
revise his profiles and produce more accurate renditions of the
airframe but also renewed my interest from a target towing
perspective. As I’ve been researching our ADF TT aircraft for some
four years now, my interest was well and truly piqued and with Steve’s
encourgaement, the concept of a target tug series on ADF aircraft
was born.

Background - De Havilland Sea Venom
<p align="justify">From the commencement of the DH 112 single seat
Venom program, de Havilland had examined the feasibility of a nightfighter variant. This variant was to employ the same plywood nose
nacelle with almost side-by-side seating for the pilot and navigator.
An A1 Mk10 radar unit was to be installed in the nose. Sound
familiar? Well it worked for the Mosquito and was employed on the
Vampire so why not carry the layout over to the Venom?
Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competitions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for people of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling.
If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040 or
write to :
IPMS New South Wales
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037
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A 1968 Flypast at Nowra with one of the Sea Venom TTs in the tail end slot. Photo via Phil Thompson.
At company expense (there was no initial RAF interest), de Havilland
built a prototype Venom night-fighter. Venom wings, landing gear and
a new tail with enlarged, triangular fins were mated to a DH 113
Vampire pod. The prototype was flown on 22 August 1950. Although
the aircraft lacked ejection seats and retained the heavily framed
cockpit canopy of the DH 113 Vampire, the prototype was found, in
most respects, to be superior to the Meteor night-fighter.
With much unresolved argument about the need for ejection seats, this
‘hybrid’ aircraft went into production for the RAF as the Venom NF Mk
2, the first aircraft flying on 4 March 1952. Well into the production
program, a much improved canopy was introduced. This canopy, with
clear vision mouldings and upward hinged centre section, was almost
identical to that being used on the DH 115 Vampire Trainer.
Unfortunately, the Venom NF Mk 2 suffered from many deficiencies
and attracted one of the worst serviceability records of any aircraft in
the RAF inventory.

What followed was the F(AW) Mk 21. This mark incorporated the A1
Mk 21 radar, power boosted ailerons and rudders, non-skid brakes and
the Ghost 104 engine. A total of 167 F(AW) Mk 21 was built with 39 for
the Royal Australian Navy (RAN). These latter aircraft were designated
Sea Venom F(AW) Mk 53.
Incredibly, with just over 100 F(AW) Mk 21 delivered, de Havilland
introduced what they had previously said was impossible – ejection
seats. Martin Baker Mk 4A ejection seats were installed for the pilot
and navigator. To assist with underwater escapes, a special rapid
inflation pack was also installed. And finally, to improve head
clearance for the pilot’s helmet, the top of the clear vision canopy was
‘bulged’ on the left hand side (or should that be port in an article on a
Naval aircraft?).

De Havilland Sea Venom Production

However, with the availability of the A1 Mk 21 radar (Westinghouse
APS-57) and much needed modifciations, the RAF placed an order
with de Havilland for 129 Venom NF Mk 3. This version had the Ghost
104 of 2,245 kg (4,950 lb) thrust, a stronger radome, hydraulically
boosted ailerons, short-span tailplane, improved alternators and a new
vertical tail, similar to that used on the Venom FB Mk 4 but without
‘bullet’ fairings. Interestingly, de Havilland still remained resolute that
ejection seats could not be fiited to the airframe.

Sea Venom NF Mk 20

At the start of the DH 112 program (in 1948(, de Havilland had
considered a naval version. In 1949, the British Admiralty issued a
specification for the replacement of the DH Sea Hornet NF Mk 21. De
Havilland’s answer was the prototype Sea Venom F(AW) Mk 20. The
prototype was flown on 19 April 1951. The second prototype had longstroke main undercarriage legs, catapult hooks, arrestor hook and
Venom NF Mk 3 tail. The third prototype has hydraulically folding
wings and A1 Mk 10 radar.

167 aircraft – improved F(AW) Mk 20 with
Ghost 104, radar, powered ailerons, clear
vision jettisonable canopy, bulged canopy
Sea Venom F(AW) Mk 21
above pilot, tailplane extensions deleted
and MB Mk 4A ejection seats installed in
mid production.

The first production Sea Venom F(AW) Mk 20 flew on 27 March 1953.
The F(AW) Mk 20 incorporated the improved clear canopy and tail.
However, the manual ailerons made the aircraft sluggish in roll and
somewhat shaky in yaw.
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Model

Production
Prototype adapted from the Venom NF Mk
2 fitted with arrestor hook and other modifications.

50 aircraft - production carrier-based allSea Venom F(AW) Mk 20 weather fighter with folding wings and full
naval equipment.

39 aircraft – carrier-based all weather
Sea Venom F(AW) Mk 53 fighter for the RAN based on the F(AW) Mk
21.

Sea Venom F(AW) Mk 22

39 aircraft – Ghost 105 engine, MB Mk 4A
seats installed from the outset, improved
radar and able to carry air-to-air missiles
(Blue Jay and later Firestreak).

According to Navy News 27 Apr 1973, this is how pilots felt about flying the Sea Venoms near the end of their service. Scan: via
Phil Thompson.
Australia’s Sea Venoms
The formal order for Australia’s Sea Venoms was placed in December
1951. Interestingly, the Fairey Gannet was chosen as the RAN’s antisubmarine aircraft the following year.
The thirty-nine (39) RAN Sea Venoms were designated F(AW).53 and
was based on the RN F(AW).21. The F(AW).53 had the Ghost 104,
powered ailerons and long stroke undercarriage. Initially, no ejection
seats were fitted.
While Hawker de Havilland had lobbied the Australian Government to
construct the RAN’s Sea Venoms at its Bankstown, NSW, facility, the
F(AW).53 airframes were actually constructed at de Havilland’s
Christchurch, UK factory. However, Hawker de Havilland (Bankstown)
were later contracted to retrospectively instal Martin Baker Mk4A
ejection seats in the airframes.
The Sea Venoms, together with twenty-two Fairey Gannets, two (2)
Bristol Sycamore helicopters and one (1) Avro 707A, were embarked
aboard HMAS Melbourne and sailed for Australia from Glasgow on 11
March 1956. After a voyage of some nine weeks, the aircraft were
unloaded at Jervis Bay, NSW and transferred to the Naval Air Station,
Nowra (HMAS Albatross).

Table 2 (Right) provides the technical data applicable to the RAN’s
Sea Venom aircraft.

Data

Description

Type

Two seat, carrier-bourne all-weather fighter and
target tug late in service.

Power Plant

1 x De Havilland Ghost 104 turbo jet engine,
4,950 lb (2,245 kg) thrust.

Weights

Empty - 11,000 lb (4,990 kg)
Loaded - 15,900 lb (7,212 kg)

Dimensions

Wingspan - 42 ft 10 in (13.1 m)
Length - 36 ft 8 in (11.2 m)
Height - 8 ft 6 in (2.59 m)

Performance

Maximum Speed - 489 kt (906 kph)
Patrol/cruise speed - 295kt (546kph)
Ceiling - 40,000 ft (12,192 m)
Endurance - 869 nautical miles (1.609 km)

Armament

Four (4) 20mm Hispano cannon and eight (8)
60 lb rocket projectiles.

Ordered

1951

Delivered

27 February 1956

W ithdrawn
Service

from 1969

RAN Target Towing Sea Venoms
In the absence of access to official RAN aircraft history cards, it has
been necessary for the authors to rely on photographic evidence and
the log books of RAN pilots who actually flew TT sorties the Sea
Venom. In the latter case, both Lieutenant Commander Brian Farthing,
RAN (Retired) and Lieutenant Phil Thompson, RAN (Retired) have
generously provided details or extracts from their respective log books
which enabled us to identify some of the airframes specifically used for
TT purposes.

Brian Farthing’s log book records TT sorties in F(AW).53 Sea Venoms
with both 724 and 805 Squadrons during 1959/60. Phil Thompson’s
log book records TT sorties in the F(AW).53 Sea Venom with 724
Squadron.
Photographic evidence records three F(AW).53 Sea Venoms as being
specifically painted for and utilised in the TT role. Table 3 (next page)
lists these identified RAN Sea Venom TT aircraft.
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Courtesy of Neville Parnell, one of only two photograhs we have to date of the F.(AW).53 Sea Venom actually fitted with the
cumbersome Delmar target towing system (WZ930, side number 865).
Target Tug Airframe

Comment

WZ930

Specifically painted for and used in the TT
role.

WZ935

Specifically painted for and used in the TT

WZ943

Specifically painted for and used in the TT

WZ944

Specifically painted for and used in the TT
role.

Where are these TT Sea Venoms now? See Appendix 1 for details.

Target Towing Equipment
Two methods of target towing were utilised by the RAN using the Sea
Venom F(AW).53. The first involved the use of a towing cable while
the second emplyed the use of the Del Mar target system.

Cable Tow
Brian Farthing, pilot, takes up the story:
My logbook shows several target towing sorties for air-to-air gunnery in
Sea Venoms in 724 and 805 Squadrons in 1959 and 1960.
The technique required the banner to be laid out on the runway with
300 ft of towing wire which was attached to a quick release hook on
the underside of the aircraft near the CofG. The aircarft would then do
a short take-off at maximum rate of climb attitude to ensure that the
drogue did not snag on the trees at the end of the runway.
At the completion of air-to-air quarter attacks, the drogue and wire was
dropped alonside the runway so that hits on the drogue could be
obtained. Each attacking aircraft had different coloured 20mm shells
so that each pilot could be assessed for accuracy. There was an
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element of risk for the towing aircraft if the pilot in the attacking aircraft
finished his quarter attack in almost line astern still firing his 20mm
cannon!
The side numbers listed in my logbook are – 803, 809, 859, 860, 861,
863, 864 and 865. On the evidence, it would seem that there were no
special aircraft designated for TT. The squadron aircraft had no
special colour scheme, just the normal Sea Venom colours. If you can
track them down, some of the squadron Air Engineer Officers should
be able to give you more detail.”

Delmar
Phil Thompson, pilot, has provided documentary evidence that he flew
WZ930 and WZ943 while photographs conclusively show that WZ944
was also specifically painted for and used in the TT role. In addition
there is evidence that WZ935 was also used as a TT airframe
although we do not have photos at this stage showing it in the TT
colour scheme. Phil’s "Certificates of Qualification" as Pilot shows that
his first pilot day on the Delmar Target Sea Venom with 724 Squadron
was 27 June 1967. POACM Peter Cook was Phil’s observer and the
aircraft was side number 865 (WZ930).

Above: The 2nd photo from
Neville Parnell, showing what is
believed to be F.(AW).53 Sea
Venom TT WZ930 in flight fitted
with the Delmar target towing
system.

Two Delmar Sea Venom TT sorties
were flown by Phil on 21 October
1970 with PO Max Poole as his
observer/Del Mar operator. The Sea
Venom was side number 876
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Sea Venom '875', showing the type of drop tank carried to Starboard on WZ930. Photo: Peter Malone
Phil takes up the story:
My own experience was with the Delmar on the Sea Venom, with an
aircrewman operating the Delmar. This specially modified Sea Venom
had damage to the tail boom and elevator from the stress of the tow
system that was inspected carefully by the AEO (Air Engineering
Officer) before every flight. He also successfully would convince me
that all was well (but what did I know as a new Midshipman pilot).
PO Cook (I think his name is Peter but may have remembered that
from "Peter Cook and Dudley Moore" comedy duo from the UK) was
the first Sea Venom Delmar Aircrewman when the resident Observer
on VC-724 left in mid 1969 and was not replaced. In any event, this
Observer was the Staff Officer so often a junior pilot did the job in the
transition time from 1967-69.
Then the two aircrewmen were seconded serially. PO Cook flew with
me in the Vampire on continuation flying and we did quite a few
Delmar Sea Venom sorties together. Then he was replaced by Max
Poole (still flying today as a Reserve Warrant Officer Aircrewman at
63).
We allowed him to fly the aircraft from the backseat of the Macchi and
Skyhawk - but not close to the ground. He operated the Delmar target
from the Sea Venom and also when it transitioned to the Skyhawk.
Then it was realised the pilot could handle the system from switches in
the front of the TA4G so Max went back to flying in Helos/Trackers.”
In answer to my numerous questions, Phil continues his recollections
of Sea Venom TT aircraft and sorties:
The Delmar was indeed fitted to the airframe with what appear to be
stout pieces of angle iron with a conical 'basket' housing the Delmar
decoy itself.’ Exactly. That’s what I have had in my mind's eye. It was
pretty basic and looked strong because it needed to be; no wonder the
tail boom of the (Sea) Venom was bent out of shape permanently!
I guess the winch was under the wing with the target on top but mostly
we saw it (the aircraft) with wings folded while the AEO (Air
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Engineering Officer) would distract me on the walkaround explaining
why it was OK to fly with the bent boom and the cracks in the elevator
that had not gotten worse ('than what?' I should have asked).
I see I have not been answering your questions properly. Yes, there
was a fully fuelled drop tank under the starboard wing. It not only
counteracted the drag (of the Delmar) but provided a lot more drag to
make flying that (Sea) Venom a bit of a chore. Thankfully, the Venom
had some excess power. The extra fuel was handy for 'time on task'.
The (Sea) Venom drop tanks always looked like some one had taken
to them with a sledge hammer. These must have knocks that could not
be 'undented'.These tanks were very bulky in shape; I forget the
amount of fuel carried.
The (Sea) Venom Delmar target I vaguely recall in that angle iron
basket on top of the wing was itself very bulky and short - looking like
the 'Fat Boy' shape of the first atomic bomb. That is what it reminded
me it looked like - painted a bright orange/pink dayglo.
Thinking back, a lot of the time the port wing was 'unfolded' because of
the nature of the target contraption, whereas the starboard wing could
be folded with the drop tank. On a hot day/nil wind, I think it was left
unfuelled so that the Venom could get airborne. I always sweated the
minimum ejection parameters after takeoff in case the tail booms fell
off. ? My aircrewman was always ready to get rid of the canopy and go
(if he was otherwise not asleep when we were towing the target - he
had nothing to do otherwise).
The port wing could be 'manually' raised with the hand pump but only
to a certain degree to prevent damage. Having the wing up made it
easier to park inside the hangar. Often it would be on the line ready
with the port wing down and the starboard wing up. Then we had to
take the word of the maintainers that the drop tank was either full or
empty because we could not check it ourselves. This is not a problem
but usually the exterior preflight is what the pilot needs to do
thoroughly.

As I mentioned the AEO would dog us around it, making sure we were
'happy' with the problems.”
In answer to my further questions, Phil advised:
No, the Venom tank was much larger and more bulky and more
battered than any Vampire drop tank. Perhaps it never had fuel in it; so
it did not matter if it was so battered, as long as it stayed on the wing
(while the crew were onboard).

Below are several scans and drawings explaining a bit more detail
about the Delmar System. Unfortunately at this stage despite much
searching the only info that we have of the system actually fitted to the
Sea Venom TT, is Neville Parnell's two photos above. We hope to
eventually locate the engineering diagrams etc for the system showing
it in greater detail. An addendum will be presented in a later issue
when we have that info.

There was lots of preparation for 'what might happen’ though with me
briefing and re-briefing my aircrewman about what he needed to do
(he would jettison the canopy otherwise I had to do that with
nonaircrew passengers).
When Brian Farthing was 'banner towing', the runways were fitted with
older style 'chain gear' (chain unravelling provided stopping power of
the arrestor wire on runway). When I was at Nowra the new
'drum' (BAK 9?) gear had been installed. In practice, the new gear was
easy to disengage/re-engage unlike the old 'chain' gear. So I would
assume that unless absolutely necessary, Brian was taking off well
down the runway with the banner having to start at the 'chain' gear;
which would have been about 1,000 feet in from the end of the
runway. On a hot windless day on Runway 26 the ground beyond rises
steeply (for an aircraft taking off at low speed high weight).
I never actually got to fly with an Observer in the right hand seat
because there was nothing in the (Sea) Venom for them to do (radar
removed). By the time I got to Nowra at the beginning of 1969, there
had been only one Observer acting as the Squadron Staff Officer (with
disembarked 805 Sqn in 1968 but not after) on 724 Sqn until about
mid 1969 when that Observer was made redundant. Perhaps I had
one flight with the resident Observer just going along for the ride
(usually in the Vampire where there was more for them to do).
Otherwise I took passengers, or the resident Aircrewman, while he
was there.
There was lots of preparation for 'what might happen though' with me
briefing/rebriefing my aircrewman about what he needed to do (he
would jettison the canopy otherwise I had to do that with nonaircrew
passengers).
Yes, the banner T/O could be a problem depending on initial
conditions. Perhaps Dave was taking off further down the runway than
usual, with the arrestor wire being set, so that the aircraft would have
to be beyond that; depending on whether the banner cable was
snaked a bit. I think all my takeoffs were with the arrestor wire
removed, with the cable straight and the banner itself right back at the
beginning of the runway. So on RW 26 that left a reasonable margin
with only internal fuel (no drop tanks). Which reminds me - I don't think
I ever flew a 'drop tank' Venom. They had good range with internal fuel
at high level; so going from Nowra to Laverton was no problem for
example.
At the time of writing, the authors have not been able to contact an
former RAN AEOs responsible for the TT Sea Venoms. Contacts are
being sought through the RAN FAA Australia Association.that the drop
tank was either full or empty because we could not check it ourselves.
This is not a problem but usually the exterior preflight is what the pilot
needs to do thoroughly.

Delmar Target System
The Delmar System consisted of the DX-4 winch (in a Nat Metal
colour) under the Port wing (attached to the inner hard point - see
Roger's sketch). The cable was led from the left side of the winch, via
a substantial set of 'angle iron' ducting as Phil described it (attached to
the outer wing hard point), around the rear of the wing and up to the
front of the basket above the wing.
The actual target itself was a bomb shaped object, made of moulded
hardboard with polystyrene bulkheads, painted Dayglow Orange,
which sat in a basket on top of the wing when not in use. It was
attached to the winch by a long length of thin cable, and the winch
reeled it in and out in flight as required. There is a standard Vampire
drop tank (painted the same Yellow as the lower wing) attached to the
hard point on the Starboard side to counter balance the winch and
ducting
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Appendix 1 – RAN SEA VENOM FLEET LIST as at January 2009

RAN Side
Numbers
\
882
803
205
868
806
806/M
804
865
870
867
206
206/Y

RAN Serial

RN Serial

c/n

N4-893

WZ893

12750

N4-894

WZ894

12751

N4-895

WZ895

12752

N4-896

WZ896

12753

N4-897

WZ897

12754

N4-898

WZ898

12755

N4-899

WZ899

12756

801
885

Sold for scrap 25 July 1966.

N4-900

WZ900

12757

866

816 Sqn. Crashed 28 April 1966 off HMAS Melbourne into Phillipine Sea.

N4-901

WZ901

12758

N4-902

WZ902

12759

N4-903

WZ903

12760

WZ904

12761

N4-904

N4-905
N4-906

WZ905

12762

WZ906

12763

WZ907

12764

N4-908

WZ908

12765

N4-909

WZ909

N4-910

WZ910

N4-911

WZ911

N4-927

WZ927

N4-928

WZ928

N4-907
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12766
12767
12768

12769

12770

801/M
864/M
864/NW
211/Y
206/Y
862
863
874

810/M
867/NW
876/NW
875/NW
875/M
807
865
884
812
817
871
804
864
868
863
886
803
804
880
808
864
886
866
804
864/M
864
875
887
866
887
865
802
808
867
207
906/M
887
810/M
802
865
867

806
886

Comment
805 Sqn. Damaged 2 November 1962 when it collided with WZ940 over Sydney
Harbour but recovered to RANAS Nowra. Scrapped May 1967.
Crashed 11 May 1959 Jervis Bay NSW and was written off. Disposed off 4 February
1960.

808 Sqn. Was under restoration to fly as part of Navy Historic Flight as VH-NVV
'870'. Currently stored FAA Museum, Nowra, NSW.

808 Sqn. Crashed 28 August 1957 on finals at RANAS Nowra. Aircraft written off 10
December 1957.
724 Sqn. Damaged 29 October 1958 when aircraft descended too low and hit trees
on approach to Nowra. To Swan Hill, VIC and then to Camden Museum of Aviation,
Narellan, NSW in 1988 (cockpit section only).

Damaged 22 October 1957 during landing. To HMAS Nirimba as an Apprentice
training aid 1970. Listed for disposal as scrap 1979 and bought by Queensland Air
Museum (QAM) on 25 July 1979. On display at QAM as 862/M. Now has tail boom
of WZ910 fitted.

Heavy landing on HMAS Melbourne in 1968 and distorted the main spar. Withdrawn
from service 20 August 1970. On display but being refurbished at Australian National Aviation Museum, Moorabbin, VIC as 875/NW.

Sold for scrap 25 July 1966.

Sold for scrap 25 July 1966. To Warbirds Museum, Mildura, NSW as 871/M in May
1970; sold in 1980 to Sanders Aviation, Chino, California, USA and registered as
N903WZ.; current N903WZ, Amjet Aircraft Corporation, USA.
724 Sqn. Damaged 6 April 1965. Ikara missile trials aircraft. Sold 25 August 1966.
To Townsville Air Museum October 1974. On display in Sid Beck collection,
Mareeba, QLD.
Sold for scrap 25 July 1966.
Sold for scrap 25 July 1966.

On display Camden Museum of Aviation, Narellan, NSW as '864'.

805 Sqn as 864/M. 724 Sqn as 864 and 887. Placed in storage with Hawker de Havilland at Bankstown, NSW until sold by the Department of Supply (DOS) on 25 July
1966. Scrapped May 1967.

724 Sqn. Crashed into sea off Ulladulla, NSW on 21 May 1959.
To Sydney Technical College. Stored QAM, QLD. Some parts used for WZ898/N4898.
724 Sqn. Crashed 4 March 1964 (coded 867/NW). Written off 4 March 1964. Later
sold and for a while at Chewing Gum Airfield, Tallebudgera, QLD. With the museum
(dilapidated condition and coded 810/M) when it closed in 1989. Reported to be in
Brisbane, QLD.
724 Sqn. Crashed 15 June 1960 at RANAS Nowra, NSW.

Sold for scrap 25 July 1966.

N4-929

WZ929

12771

800, 801 Sold for scrap 25 July 1966. On Display at Classic Jets Fighter Museum,
803, 810 Parafield, SA.
881

N4-930

WZ930

12772

806, 804 Sold for scrap 25 July 1966. To Tocumwal and District Historical Society,
805, 865 VIC in 1973. Reported as up for sale in 1991 in very poor condition.

N4-931

WZ931

12773

N4-932

WZ932

12774

N4-933

WZ933

12775

887
868
877
866
864
864/NW
207
207/Y

N4-934

WZ934

12776

N4-935

WZ935

12777

210
865
878

Withdrawn June 1973. Sold to Maitland Aero Club, NSW, December
1973. On static display NAM HMAS Albatross July 1989. Some
members of the ADF Serials website formed a group and purchased this
aircraft in 2005.

N4-936

WZ936

12778

203
210/Y

Crashed and burned 25 June 1957 RANAS Nowra, NSW. Aircraft written
off.

N4-937

WZ937

12779

211

On display FAA Museum Nowra, NSW as 211/Y.

N4-938

WZ938

12780

208
872

Firefighting HMAS Albatross, 30 July 1968.

N4-939

WZ939

12781

212
803

Ex-Tuggerah Lakes War Museum, NSW. On display Classic Fighter Jets
Museum, Parafield, SA.

N4-940

WZ940

12782

887
809

805 Sqn. Collided with WZ893 on 2 October 1962 during formation
aerobatics display over Sydney Harbour. Airframe recovered by HMAS
Kanimbla.

N4-941

WZ941

12783

875
866
875

Damaged 11 October 1956 at RANAS Nowra. With 724 Sqn, crashed 11
February 1960, RANAS Nowra, NSW during practice PFL. Ejection seats
fired on ground impact but outside safe ejection envelope.

N4-942

WZ942

12784

207
809

808 Sqn. Damaged 15 April 1957 at RANAS Nowra. Withdrawn 15
January 1963. Firefighting at Nowra, NSW.

N4-943

WZ943

12785

805
807
865
876

805 Sqn. Damaged 8 August 1958 at RANAS Nowra. Last Sea Venom
to fly being withdrawn June 1973,. Was on display on pole at Nowra as
'876' before falling and being badly damaged. Located at the rear of
Australia's Museum of Flight, without cockpit and forward fuselage, some
members of the ADF Serials team formed a group and purchased this
aircraft in 2005.

N4-944

WZ944

12786

810
873

Sold 25 July 1966. To Warbirds Museum, Mildura VIC but on-sold to
USA as N7022H in 1971; current as N7022H, sold by Amjet Aircraft
Corporation to private owner in Ontario, Oregon, USA..

N4-945

WZ945

12787

804
805
866

Sold for Scrap 25 July 1966. Scrapped May 1967 but fuselage reportedly
owned by Camden Museum of Aviation but Dannielle Lang has
confirmed that it is definitely not with the museum.

N4-946

WZ946

12788

807/M
809/M
809
817/M
869

Damaged 28 March 1960. While taxiing forward, the brakes failed and
the aircraft struck the island of HMAS Melbourne nose on. Sold by DOS
to Chieftain Aviation, Bankstown, NSW in 1974 and placed on poles at
the club’s entrance. Removed in 1993 to storage at Murrurundi, NSW.
Reportedly shipped to Portland, Oregon USA but last heard of with Keith
Miller;

724 Sqn. Damaged 3 November 1956. Currently loaned and on display
South Australian Aviation Museum.
724 Sqn. Crashed on landing at RANAS Nowra on 3 December 1964.
Aircraft written off.
808 Sqn. Crashed into the sea 8 August 1956 on being catapulted from
HMAS Melbourne.

208. 864 Sold for scrap 25 July 1966.
872
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Sea Venom N4-904 ( prefixes were changed to N4 late in the aircrafts' service), side number 868, shows the standard scheme
Colours and Markings
The Editor takes up the colours and markings aspects of the RAN Sea
Venom F(AW) Mk 53 TT aircraft.
Standard Scheme - The standard scheme for the RAN Sea Venom
was Extra Dark Sea Grey upper surfaces with Sky undersurfaces.
'NAVY' titles on the nose (and under the starboard outer wing), side
numbers, serials, fin codes and stencils were Black. Side numbers
repeated in Black on main wheel doors.
Early style Red/White/Blue roundels were initially carried in all six
positions when the airframes were delivered aboard HMAS Melbourne
in 1956. These were quickly replaced with 'Kangaroo' roundels in all six
positions which the RAN adopted later the same year. Once ejection
seats were fitted, Insignia Red ejection seat warning triangles were
positioned beneath the cockpit.
Following RN practice, wing-tip fuel tanks were painted in squadron
colours. Examples are:
724 Squadron – Black and Yellow vertical stripes.
724 Squadron – Insignia Blue with Yellow lightning flash.
805 Squadron – Insignia Red over White sawtooth pattern.
805 Squadron – Insignia Red and White chequerboard pattern.
816 Squadron – Dark Green with horizontal Yellow arrow.
TT Scheme – The TT scheme adopted for the RAN Sea Venoms was
A20-681 as part of a line-up in 1959 at Point cook when they arranged 20 airframes in honour of the Wirraway's 20th year of
Aluminium upper surfaces and Yellow undersurfaces with Black TT
service.
Photo:
RAAF
Official.
stripes
(note
that the
stripes
did not extend over the control surfaces).
Yellow bands were carried around the tail booms (containing the side
number in Black) and above the wings. Wing-tip fuel tanks were overall
Aluminium on the upper halves, with Yellow lower halves (plus a Black
portion on the Port tank).
'NAVY' titles on the nose (and under the starboard outer wing) , side
numbers, serials, fin codes and stencils were Black. There was also a
small Black anti-glare panel on the nose. Side numbers repeated in
Black or White (depending on background colour) on the main wheel
doors.
Of interest is the attached diagrams (at right) of Royal Australian Navy
Air Maintenance Order (R.A.N.A.M.O)/A/11 which is for an officially
planned RAN Sea Venom TT scheme. This is radically different to that
actually applied to the designated TT aircraft (see below). None of the
known TT airframes were actually painted like this. So much for the
theory, someone must have realised that this scheme was completely
impractical. Diagrams via Peter Malone & Owen Lambert.
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The Official ‘NAVY’ painting diagrams
(prepared by Hawker De Havilland at
Bankstown) for the actual scheme that
was painted on all 4 known dedictated
Dea Venom TT airframes.
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Looking at each of the 4 Sea Venom TT airframes in turn. First we
have:
WZ930 – Carrying side number '865', this airframe was converted to
carry the Delmar Target System sometime prior to 1967. As can be
seen from thr photos from Neville Parnell on Page 3, the winch was
carried under the port wing (counterbalanced by a Vampire drop tank
under the starboard), with the actual target in a 'basket' above the port
wing. In use, the target is wound out to trail behind the Tug at the
correct distance, being woumd back in by the winch when the sortie is
completed. Unfortunately we don't at this stage have any more detailed
photos of the Delmar system (winch. fittings, Target etc) but will
present them as an addendum if such become available.</p>
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The colour acheme is basically the same as on the RAN schematic
above. Uppersurfaces overall Natural Metal. Lowersuraces Yellow with
Black TT stripes. 36" Yellow bands are carried on the tail booms and
above the wings. Markings - Serial numbers, 'Navy' titles, side numbers
'865', 'NW' for Nowra on the tail fins etc are all Black. 'Kangaroo'
roundels carried in six positions (36" above the wings, 24" below and
18" on the tail booms). The Starboard profile below shows the serial
with the Navy 'N4' prefix which was adopted for Sea Venoms near the
end of their service. Note - the lower and upper views below are NTS
with the 2 profiles

And finally 2 photos of WZ930 at Nowra after it had come out of
service' on 28 Aug 1971. The TT scheme can still be seen. Note that
there are slight differences to the official schematics, such as how far

the Black stripe extends on the Portside nose. Photos: Dick Hourigan.
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WZ935 '865' - Neville Parnell advises that he has this serial listed as
being a Target Tug airframe. We are still investigating as we had not
previously had any info on WZ935. Interestingly however, it had side
number '865' at one stage, as did the Delmar Tugs WZ930 and
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WZ943. That is unlikely to be co-incidental.

WZ943 – Carrying side number '876', this is believed to be the first
airframe outfitted for the Delmar Target System. The four photos here
from Dick Hourigan are dated Oct 1967, so it was in service as a
Delmar tug by that date. Note the last digit of the side number carried
on the inner surfaces of the flap. This last digit was also carried on the
nose wheel door of the TT airframes.

This was the airframe that had a twiasted port tail boom from the
stresses imparted by the Delmar target system (see Phil Thompson's
recollections on Page 3) and was withdrawn from service and
replaced. It however was still at Nowra in Aug 1971 when Dick visited
there. It is shown in the 4 photos from Dick on this and the previous
page.
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WZ944 '873' - This airframe is another that was converted for the
Delmar system and was also amongst the airframes at Nowra in Aug
1971 after being retired from service. This is the airframe for which we
have the best quality imagery available (below). The layout of the

Black stripes are slightly different to that of WZ930 drawn on the
previous pages. Also the 'NAVY' title under the wing is at a different
angle. These sorts of differences are not unusual on ervice airframes.

Sea Venom TT WZ944 '873' Photo via John Hopton See also the cover for a second image of this airframe.

Hopefully a visit to the FAAM Museum in the future will throw more
light on the exact dates that Sea Venoms were serving as TT
airframes and on the Delmar System. An addendum to this article will
be presented when any new info becomes available.

References:
ADF Serials.
“Encyclopaedia of Aircraft”, Orbis Publishing Limited, 1981-1985.
“Flightpath”, Volume 20, Number 1, August-October 2008.
Personal correspondence with Lieutenant Commander Brian Farthing, RAN (Retired) and Lieutenant Phil Thompson, RAN
(Retired).
“Sea Fury, Firefly and Sea Venom in Australian Service”, Stewart
Wilson.
“Wings across the Sea”, Ross Gillett, Aerospace Publications,
1988.
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Images from the Photographic Collection of Warren Evans

By Warren Evans
Similarly to Allan Yee, Warren Evans has lent me an album from an
overseas trip in 1989 when he visited various Museums etc. Over the
next 5-6 issues, I will scan various images to be presented here.
This first batch is from Old Rheinbeck, showing the day's flying
activities. Most aviation enthusiasts are aware of the regular meetings
here, with it's flying programme of 'classics'. (Steve - Editor).
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Aussie Armour

By Jim Grant

A small batch of Miscellaneous images from Jim. The first 4 show a
Grant at the Army Museum of W.A in the markings of 2/10th Armoured
Regiment. It was used as a tractor on a farm postwar and later
purchased by the 10th Light Horse (WA Reserve M113 unit - see
previous issues for photos of their vehicles) at public auction.
5 and 6 are of a Velentine at Merridin Military Museum (I assume in
WA). This did not have Aust Army use in WW.II but was one of a
batch imported postwar for use as tractors.
7 to 9 (B/W images) appear to be of Grants in Australia during the war.
10 is a ring-in (taken in N.Africa, interestingly the caption on the back
claimed it to be a 'Gerry' tank (really !!) Libya 1942. And the last is
something fairly rare.........(Steve - Editor).
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TThe next pair of photos were both annotated as being taken at
Laverton in 1938
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De Havilland DH.115 Vampire T33, 35 & 35A in RAAF
Service - Part 2 - 76 Squadron

By Steve Mackenzie
Vampire A79-658 of 76 Squadron at preaumedly Williamtown. Photo via Peter Malone.
76 Squadron is one of the lesser known users of the 2 seat Vampires in
RAAF service (in their case the later T.35 and t.35A marks). In January
1960 with the reformation of 76 Sqn, they were initially allocated
Vampires while awaiting their allocation of sabres. Reportedly they were
allocated 19 airframes (at this stage I can conirm 10 serials from
photos - A79-615, 621, 658, 659, 660, 661, 802, 813, 830 & 832. In
addition the H/Cs confirm that A79-819 & 826 were also allocated).
In May 1961 a number of the 76 Sqn pilots undertook No 7 Sabre
Conversion Course with 2 (F) OCU. The remaining Pilots were
assigned to 2 (F) OCU in July 1961, the Vampire airframes themselves
largely having been transferred to the control of 81 Wing at Williamtown
on 28 Feb 1951 (mostly going to the control of 2 OCU)..

Colour Schemes and Markings
76 Sqn vampires were mostly very similar to each other, all being T.35
ot 35A airframes (with the modified canopy and ejection seta) painted
overall Aluminium Lacquer (i.e 'Silver'). The Sqn's unit markings were
painted on the inner and outer faces of both rudders of most airframes,
being Red/Black checks, with the Panther head superimposed on a
White circle (see the photos and drawing for details). Other markings
often included a triangular Red/Black set of checks on the drop tanks,
along with the Panthers head. Standard roundels for the day were
carried in six positions, being 'Kangaroo' type on the tail booms and 'D'
type on the wings ()upper & lower).

de Havilland DH.115 Vampire T.35, A79-660, 76 Squadron, based at Williamtown, 1960.
Painted overall Aluminium dope. Roundels are in six positions (Kangaroos on the fuselage and standard roundels on the wings). Serials are in Black
along with a small amount of stencilling on the airframe. 76 Sqn tail markings onsisting of Red/Black checks, with the Panther head superimposed on a
White circle are carried on both the inner and outer faces of the rudders. The drop tanks carry a triangular version of the Red/Black checks and the
Panther head
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T.35A A79-802 of 76 Sqn at Williamtown on 30 July 1960. Photo via Peter Malone & Dick Hourigan.

Vampire T.35A A79-802 at Williamtown on 16 Sep 1962. Although by this stage it was officially with 2 OCU, it still carries 76 Sqn
markings. Photo via Dick Hourigan.
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de Havilland DH.115 Vampire T.35, A79-661, 76 Squadron, based at Williamtown, 1960.
\In identical colours to A79-660 previously, except that this one did not have the rudder markings at the time of the reference photo.

de Havilland DH.115 Vampire T.35A, A79-832, 76 Squadron, Williamtown, 1960.
Same colour scheme as on the previous page. The only slight variation is that it carries the Black protective tape on the leading edge of the
vertical fins which is absent on the others.

de Havilland DH.115 Vampire T.35, A79-615, 76 Squadron, Williamtown, 1961.
Painted overall Aluminium dope. Roundels are in six positions (Kangaroos on the fuselage and standard roundels on the wings). Other details as
per the previous drawings Ref: AHMWA photo on the next pagee.
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T.Two 76 Squadron Vampires refuelling (probably at Williamtown) (A79-658 to right). Lots of interesting detail. Photo RAAF
Official

RAAF Williamtown 19 Sep 1961. Air Force week display of Vampire T.35 A79-615, still carrying 76 Squadron markings and a
pulled apart Sabre Mk.32 with Avon engine. Photo AHMWA P019837 via Mick Mirkovic.
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The next year the RVAC acquired two Chipmunks from the RNAC; these
were VH-RNE (which became VH-RVG) and VH-RNI (becoming RVH).
Both aircraft joined the flight line at Moorabbin wearing RVAC
registrations, but retaining both their RNAC white/maroon scheme and
(initially) badges. VH-RVG only survived with the club for a mere 2
months, but –RVH managed to retain its “orphan” scheme for the
duration of its career.
By 1962 the scheme was modified by the addition of Day-Glo paint. For
the Chipmunk this meant that the upper fin & rudder, plus tailplane and
elevators were thus painted.

Colour instability problems associated with Day-Glo abounded, for when
the “new” VH-RVE emerged in 1965 it wore a scheme reminiscent of the
first arrangement, i.e. without the Day-glo. It should be noted that this
scheme was not identical to the earlier design, being rather simplified: it
was then applied throughout the fleet.
By 1969 only three Chipmunks remained; VH-RVE, -RVS and –RVW. In
an effort to modernize what was now a rather dated scheme, the fin area
was painted in medium blue with a stylized “V” device within a circle. VHRVE carried this scheme, plus a garish combination of fuselage checks
and blue/white bands on the wings.

Vampire A79-813 of 76 Squadron at Williamtown. Photo via Peter Malone.

Clos-up photo of the 76 Squadron RAAF tail arkings as carried
on the Vampires and an enlarged version of my tail drawing
Photo: RAAF Official, Drawing S.Mackenzie.

Note – Some of the profiles are drawn from some photos that we are still
awaiting clearance to use at this stage. They will hopefully be able to be
presented in a future issue.
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Blindados constructed in Madrid 1936

By Ley Reynolds
Historical Notes
In the first few weeks of the Spanish Civil War it seems that every
Republican militia column wanted at least one 'Camion Blindado'. This
resulted in a plethora of designs, to date 40 "one off" vehicles have
been identified from photos, built to widely differing standards, but all of
little military standards !</p>
The vehicle shown in these drawings was probably built in Madrid in
Aug/Sep 1936, of steel plate rather than armour, bolted to angle iron
frames and mounted on a commercial truck chassis.</p>
The Model
Any 1/76 or 1/72 medium truck kit will provide the basis for this model chassis, drive train and wheels (try to find 1930s style commercial
wheels rather than WW2 military). The hull can be fabricated from
various thicknesses of plasticard as all the panels are flat sheets. Small
dots of 5 minute epoxy adequately represent the bolt heads.</p>
Acknowledgements
1) Francisco Cruzado Albert Generously provided the information on
this vehicle from his extensive research.
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Images from the Photographic Collection of Alan Yee

By Allan Yee
One of the most popular club members, Alan Yee has a large
collection of personal photos dating back to just after the end of W.W.
II. Many of these photos are from an era from which few good
illustrations turn up in print in the usual sources.
Until recently Alan did not have prints of many of his negatives that he
had taken over the years. With the advent of access to cheaper
scanning solutions he has been able to obtain electronic copies of
much of his collection and has agreed to this publication using a
selection of his images in each issue. He and myself (the editor) will
select some for use each quarter, on some occasions they will be to a
random theme as here, sometimes it will concentrate on one particular
airframe or type, on other occasions there may be a mini walkaround
of a particular airframe.
Alan has kindly lent me one of his albums in order to scan the prints for
use in these pages. We start with an An-124 Freighter that he did a
tour of.(Steve - Editor).
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Small Arms Exhibits at Aberdeen Proving Grounds

By Clark Cone
Aberdeen Proving Grounds in the United States tested most captured
Axis etc vehicles during and after WW.II to ascertain their performance
characteristics for Intelligence purposes. As AFV modellers would be
well aware, many of these vehicles (and guns) have been on outside
display at the Ground's museum for many years, this being the source
for measurement of many of them as references for kits that have
been released over the years.</p>

Clark Cone has generously agreed to allow our club members to
access these photos for their personal use, and for our club to post
them as reference files in our publication 'in Miniature', with
appropriate photo credits being acknowledged.</p>
All of these photos on this CD are the copyright of Clark Cone of North
Carolina, USA and may not be sold or distributed without his written
authorisation.

This issue for a change I have put together the photos of various small
arms exhibits at Aberdeen.
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Sea Venom Walkaround

Brian Kerr has contributed Walkaround photos of Sea Venom WZ937
at the Sleet Air Arm Museum *FAAM) in Nowra. This airframe is
painted as the Sea Venoms were first delivered from the U.K with pre
'Kangaroo' roundels. thus it is different to the others preserved in
Australia.

By Brian Kerr
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Sea Venom Walkaround No.2

Walkaround photos of 2 Sea Venoms by Dave Edwards. Featured are
WZ931 at the South Australian Aviation Museum *SAAM) in Port
Adelaide, and WZ939 at the Classic Jets Fighter Museum (CJFM) at
Parafield S.A.

By Brian Kerr
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Sea Venom Details

Manual schematics of the cockpit and wingfold
are courtesy of Danni Lang. Wing fold photo
from John Adams and a mixture of details from
various people. The 2 MB seat diagrams are
from the Martin Baker site and a photo of a Sea
Venom FAW/53 at the FAAM from Phil
Thompson.
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Sea Venom Modelling
by Roger Lambert
1/32 Scale
Kits:

•

Matchbox/Revell Sea Venom FAW 22/Venom NF 3 – Kit No
04709
Accessories:

•

None known to the authors

1/48 Scale
Kits:

•
•

Aeroclub Sea Venom FAW 22/53 – Kit No ???

Classic Airframes Sea Venom FAW 21 – Kit No 4112
Accessories:

•
•
•
•
•

Aeroclub Martin Baker EJ403 Mk 4B
Aeroclub EJ404 Martin Baker Mk 4BS
Aries 4233 Martin Baker Mk 4S Ejection Seat
CMK 48018 Martin Baker Mk 4B Ejection Seat.
Wolfpack Designs 48057 DH Sea Venom Folding wing
set#WP.
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1/72 Scale
Kits:

•
•
•
•

Frog/Novo Sea Venom FAW 21 – Kit No ???
Toko Sea Venom FAW 21/53 – Kit No ???
Pioneer Sea Venom FAW 21 - Kit No ???

Eastern Express Sea Venom – Kit No 72225
Accessories:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Aeroclub V067 Venom Undercarriage and Seat.
Aeroclub EJ002 Martin Maker Mk 4B Ejection Seat.
Aeroclub EJ010 Martin Maker Mk 4 Ejection Seat.
Aeroclub C038 Sea Venom Canopy.
Airwaves 72162 Sea Venom Interior (Frog/Novo).
Airwaves 72163 Sea Venom Exterior (Frog/Novo).
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Images from the Photographic Library of the
Aviation Heritage Museum of W.A
The Photographic Library at the AHM of WA is a vast treasure of
photographic images from all periods of aviation history. We currently
have over 32,000 images in all forms from glass plate negatives,
nitrate & cellulose negatives, slides (colour & B/W), photos and
computer scans. The vast majority come from private collections and
most haven't been published before.
In the collection there are images from the dawn of aviation in W.A,
Australia and the World, WWI aircraft (including a rare selection of
prototypes of RFC/RAF and French aircraft) both from the Western
Front and the Middle East, England and even the Italian Front. There
is also post war civil and military, WWII (all fronts) and post WWII to
current times (civil & military). These photos are all under copyright to
the Museum and can only be published with due recognition to their
source.
These photos can be purchased from the Museum as the Museum's
Photo No. is shown next to each photo, if no number is shown it's
from my own personal collection. The Museum's address and details
are as below:

75 Sqn RAAF, P-40N, GA-f, 'Flo', circa 1945.

Aviation Heritage Museum of WA
Bull Creek Drive
Bull Creek WA 6149
Phone: (08)9311-4470
Fax : (08)9311-4455
Email: alclarke@raafawa.org.au
Website:www.raafa.org.au
Please mark all correspondence attention to the Photographic Library
or myself.. Mick Mirkovic, Photographic Librarian, AHM of WA
P014770 - 76 Sqn RAAF, P-40N, 'Omar Khayyam', c.1945.
P016205 - 75 Sqn RAAF, P-40E, 'Gm' A29-143, 'Puddin', at Cairns
1943. Pilot Keith Gamble with ground crew.
P016617 - 101 Fleet Co-operation Flight RAAF, Seagull III, A9-6 about
to land near Cockatoo Island, Sydney C.1929.
P016655 - 22 Sqn RAAF Richmond. Three DH.94 Moth Minors and 2
CA-5 Wirraways undergoing maintenance c.1941.

P010983 - one of a series of photos taken (probably at the DH
factory), of the first DH.84 Dragon built against RAAF orders, c.1941

Caproni Ca309 Ghibli. This photo of 3 Sqn's hack is usually
said to be taken in Sicily, circa Sept 1943.
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Editor's Notes - Another batch of various RAAF types. Captions
are based on those listed in the AHMWA records.
Copies of any of these can be ordered from the Museum as above by
writing to their address for information on sizes available and prices
etc. Quote the above 'P' reference nos with any enquiries to identify
items required. (Steve)

P017041 - 76 Sqn RAAF. 'City of Gilli Gilli' badge on nose of what is a
P-40E Kittyhawk.
P920127 - 76 Sqn RAAF. 'City of Gilli Gilli' 'Zombie too' again. This
appears to be the same airframe.
P961223 - 76 Sqn RAAF. Another variation on the 'City of Gilli Gilli'
badge.
P961238 - 76 Sqn RAAF, P-40E, A29-78', IR', 'Bloody Mary'. On 16
Aug 42 a tyre burst on take-off and it crashed into Hudson A16-218 at
Milne Bay
P961281 - Another view of the crash of 76 Sqn RAAF, P-40E, A29-78',
IR', 'Bloody Mary'.
P961294 - 76 Sqn RAAF, P-40E, serial unk, IR', 'Bloody Mary II', the
replacement for A29-78 which crashed at Milne Bay.
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RAAF Oddity #23 - Stinson Reliant A38-1

by Steve Mackenzie
High quality shot of the RAAF Reliant. Interesting features are the serial in Red with Black outline and the small diamond shaped
Yellow inserts in the Scallops at the front of the cowl and wheel spats. Photo: RAAF Official.
Stinson Reliant VH-UXL was owned by the Vacuum Oil Company prewar. It was acquired by W.J Smith and A.E Cooper on 15/09/1939 and
photographed at Canberra in Oct 1939 carrying that Rego (see below).
In Feb 1941 it was impressed by the RAAF and the RAAF for war use,
and issued to 2 CF (Comm Flight) after inspection. It spent most of the
war with 2 CF, later 2 Communications Unit.
This airframe has been drawn before showing it as being mostly in a
fairly dark Yellow colour. I do not believe that this is correct.
Examination of the photos show it in a very light colour (probably
Yellow as it is clearly different to the White of the fuselage roundels).
The trim on the fuselage (and the predominate colour of the wings) is
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Red (quite dark going by the photos, thus I have used a Maroon like
colour), outlined Black. There are two Yellow bands encirling the
wings, which are much darker than the light Yellow colour (see the
AHMWA photo below). Standard roundels of the 1941 period in six
positions. The serial is also Red outlined Black, very unuasual for a
2 AWM photos of the Reliant. THe first shows it at Canberra in Oct
1939, still carrying the civil Rego VH-UXL on the fuselage and under
the wings. The 2d shows it in RAAF colours with RAAF roundels and
serial replacing the civil Rego. Also 2 Yellow bands have been added
encircling each wing (upper and lower).. Photos: AWM 044718 &
128968.

An iportant High quality shot of the RAAF Reliant. Interesting features here are the Yellow bands above the wings and how the
Red colour continues down the top of the fuselage spine and up the vertical fin. Photo: AHMWA P018179 via Mick Mirkovic.

Stinson Reliant, A38-1, 2 Comm Flight, 1941.
Overall a very light Yellow with most of the wings in Dark Red (bordering on Maroon)
All the trim areas on the fuslage are in the same dark Red, outlined in Black (this
includes the serial). Note that the Red above the wings extends down the top of the
spine of the fuselage and up the front of the vertical fin also (see AHMWA photo
below). Standard roundels of 1941 in six positions. There are 2 Medium Yellow
bands encircling each wing (see scrap view).
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RAAF Oddity #24 - 76 Squadron Mustang A68-751

by Steve Mackenzie
As a last minute extra I have added this additional RAAF Oddity. While
Dave Muir says in 'Southern Cross Mustangs' that the very light
coloured codes seen above are Medium Sea Grey with Black codes to
Starboard, I do not believe that this is correct.
Last year I confirmed from Peter Malone by email that he agreed with
me that the codes are probably RAAF Sky Blue as had been used on
camouflaged Fighters during the war. Why thye applied such to a Nat
Metal airframe (which usually used Black code) is unknown. Not
surprisingly they gave up this idea very quickly and this is believed to
be a 'one-off' application, as it is very difficult to read the against their
background.

As for the suggestion on page 241 of SCM that the codes were Black
at the same time to Starboard, I doubt it. The photos on page 241
show that the airframe also had the 76 Sqn 'Lightning Bolt' on that
side. I don't think that would only be to one side as SCM suggests, it is
much more likely that it was painted with the Sky Blue codes on both
sides, and that the Codes were later repainted Black at some stage, by
which time it had the 76 Sqn tail markings..

P-51D-25, 76 Sqn RAAF,SV-U, A68-751, Labuan, late 1945.
Colour scheme is overall natural metal and Aluminium Dope Black serials. Roundels are 32" SWPA Blue/White type in all six positions. Code
Letters SV-U are in RAAF Sky Blue which is why they hardly show up against the Nat Metal fuselage. The repeat of the code letters is just so
they show up better against the White background. They actually read U-SV (from the rear) on the Starboard side.
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Reviews
Red Roo Models Decals

•

Catalogue: Refer to text.

•

Scale: 1/72nd

•

Contents and Media: Instruction sheets - nine x A4, full colour

•

pages with Decal Application instructions plus decal sheet.

Price: varies – see below.
Review Type: First Look
Advantages: High quality and attention to detail. Good printing detail
and colour. Detailed Application instructions.
Recommendation: Highly recommended for those who require
markings for 1/72 models.of these subjects.

Spitfire Mk.I, BP-C, X4817. The pilot was Keith Collier who
later flew a Mk.V BP-K.
Spitfire Mk.I, BP-P, N3246. The pilot was probably Don MacLean who later flew a Mk.V coded BP-P.
Spitfire Mk.IIa, BP-R, P8175 'Charville'. The pilot was Alf
Glendinning who later flew in North Africa and the SWPA.
Spitfire Mk.V, BP-H, BL351 (Donald Duck). The pilot was B
Flight Commander, John 'Hoot' Gibson, a New Zealander
who ran up a score of 14 victories in France and flying from
the U.K. Later he flew in the SWPA (RNZAF Kittyhawks).

Enough roundels etc are available to enable you to build all four
examples from this set
As usual with Red Roo products they are very well printed, being very
thin and comprehensive. The extensive instructions which give 4 views
of all the machines, supplement the decals perfectly. As usual most
recommended.

RRD7251 - 3 & 450 Squadrons RAAF, P-51Cs in Italy 1944-45 (aka
'The Away Team Part 1'). $28.35. Also available in 1/48th scale as
RRD4847 $28.35

All sets are available from Red Roo Models:

The aircraft featured are all taken from the new Red Roo book
'Southern Cross Mustangs' However there appears to be some
anomolies with the information on colours etc on the decal sheet
instructions as follows on these airframes:

Website: www.redroomodels.com

•
•
•

•
•

•

CV-V KH631. Personally I still believe that the fuselage band
(mostly overpainted) is ANA 610 Sky Blue rather than RAF
Sky.
CV-V FB244. This one appears OK.
OK-F FB244. Same airframe as above. Don't forget to apply
the painted out 'CV-V' codes first and that this airframe has a
straight pole like aerial mast in both instances. The spinner
should be ANA 610 Sky Blue, not the same mixed Blue as
the rudder as shown in the instructions. The date of t6ransfer
from 3 to 450 Sqn was May 1945, not April as listed.
CV-<> KH616. Another one where I believe the fuselage
band to be ANA 610 Sky Blue rather than RAF Sky.
CV-<> FB128. On this scheme I disagree strongly with Red
Roo. This is what I named a 'loop' scheme some 5 years
ago. Photos show that the upper surface Grey is not Ocean
Grey but a very light colour, in some photos it even appears
lighter than the lower surface Medium Sea Grey. Thus
Ocean Grey it ain't by any stretch of the imagination. On this
one, the fuselage band actually is RAF Sky as it was done in
the U.K.
OK FX880. Another refugee from the U.K thus the RAF Sky
fuselage band is correct. The date of t6ransfer to 450 Sqn
was July 1945, not April as listed.

Gary Byk - redroo@bigpond.net.au

Address: Red Roo Models
P.O Box 113
Glen Waverley, VIC 3150
Many thanks to Gary Byk from Red Roo Models for the review copies!

Review by Steve Mackenzie

Enough roundels etc are available to enable you to build five examples
from this set..
As usual with Red Roo products they are very well printed, being very
thin and comprehensive. The extensive instructions which give 4 views
of all the machines, supplement the decals perfectly, howver not my
comments re anomolies above when reading the instructions. As usual
most recommended.
RRD7253 - 457 Squadron RAAF, Spitfires in the United Kingdom
1941-42 (aka 'The Away Team Part 2'). $24.95. Also available in 1/48th
scale as RRD4848 $24.95
The aircraft featured are all taken from the Phileditions book which was
reviewd here in a previos issue, except for BP-P which was in this
publication many years ago (20+ years actually). As I provided the info
to Phillipe Listermann from which the book's profiles were created, I
can add a bit of info on the airframes:
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Reviews
Aussie Decals
Scales: various - 1/72, 1/48, 1/32
Contents and Media: 1 printed decal sheet (Screen printed), an A5
sized instruction booklet (4 pages) with full colour profiles of each aircraft, and decal instructions.
Price: Various – between $19.50 - $35.00 AUD
Review Type: First Look
Advantages: After-market decals for some very much requested subjects.
Disadvantages: None known.
Recommendation: Highly Recommended
Damian Casey from Aussie Decals has released some new RAAFsheets for various subjects. While Damian has now been able to fit
them into the production schedule for full scale production as Screen
Printed decals.
Spitfire Mk.VIII RAAF WWII
Catalogue Number and Details: 48048 (1/48) – Spitfire Mk.VIII RAAF
WWII also available as 72048 (1/72th) and 32048 (1/32nd)
A sheet with four subjects from 79, 452 and 548 Sqns in the 3 common
scales. It is good to see that most of the code letters are printed in the
correct RAAF Sky Blue (where applicable) instead of White for once.

Short Sunderland III - RAAF WWII’

by Steve Mackenzie

Catalogue Number and Details: 72046 (1/72) – Short Sunderland III RAAF
WWII shot of the RAAF Reliant. Interesting features are the serial in Red with Black outline and the small diamond shaped Yellow inserts in
High quality
the Scallops at the front of the cowl and wheel spats. Photo: RAAF Official.
A sheet with four subjects from 10, 461 and 40 Sqns RAAF in the most
common scale. Note that this sheet is not yet available (it is awaiting a
production spot with the screen printers) but should be within a couple
of months. I am not sure at this stage whether they will be available
eventually in 1/48th scale.
As to availability - Novascale Decals (who are one of Aussie Decals
resellers) have been selling them on Ebay (Ebay I.D 'melinda4844'). If
they are out of stock, I suggest you contact Damian Casey of Aussie
Decals and make enquiries as to sources:
Damian Casey - aussiedecals@bigpond.com
Website: http://www.aussiedecals.com.au/
Thanks to Damian Casey for the review samples.</P>

Review by Steve Mackenzie
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2 AWM photos of the Reliant. THe first shows it at Canberra in Oct
1939, still carrying the civil Rego VH-UXL on the fuselage and under
the wings. The 2d shows it in RAAF colours with RAAF roundels and
serial replacing the civil Rego. Also 2 Yellow bands have been added
encircling each wing (upper and lower).. Photos: AWM 044718 &
128968.

Reviews
No.453 (R.A.A.F) Squadron 1941-1945
By Phillipe Listermann (Author) & Philedition (Publisher)
Another in the expanding series of publications under the Philedition
imprint of RAF Squadron histories. These books are privately printed
by Phillipe Listermann in France. This is the 1st in the series, the
others being on 312, 485, 137, 457 and 501 Sqns.
Phillipe has privately published these histories in combination with
several different authors. Thus one is authored by himself. The
Colour Scheme profiles were done by Malcolm Laird from Ventura
Publications. This edition is limited to 500 copies worldwide so get in
quick if you want one. The info below comes from Phillipe's website
(see later):
No.453 Squadron had a very bad start in Singapore in 1941-42,
where it was one of the fighter units dedicated to the defence of this
British colony. The pilots were highly motivated and skilled, however
they were unable to prevent one of the worst military disasters
suffered by the British Empire. The squadron was disbanded after its
evacuation from the island following a very difficult and costly
struggle over the Malayan jungle. It was reformed a few weeks later
in the United Kingdom, to represent the Australians in Europe, after
the departure of its two sister squadrons -Nos.452 and 457 Sqns.

Like all the booklets of this series, it is divided into three parts,
history, appendices (comprising all the claims, losses including
accidental, awards, maps and the operational diary) and pilot's
roster. This publication is a complete history of the squadron and it is
illustrated by more than 75 photos and 12 colour profiles in 96
pages.unit".

This book is available direct from Phillipe Listermann Further
information is available from his website as below. Download the
Order Form for information on payment options, postage costs etc.
Otherwise for IPMS (NSW) members, the books are available from
Ley Reynolds (Platypus Publications) at club meetings
Phillipe Listermann -philedition@wanadoo.fr
Website: www.raf-in-combat.com/index.html
Many thanks to Phillipe Listermann for the review copy

Review by Steve Mackenzie

The squadron was then given another opportunity to
prove what it was capable of against a new enemy the Germans. It took part in various major actions,
with an impressive combat record, until the War's end
and then took part in the occupation of Germany.
More than 60 photographs (some published for the
first time) and 12 colour profiles illustrate the book
which contains 88 pages and, like the other titles of
this series, there is a full pilot roster and appendices
covering claims, losses, maps, airfields and the
operational diary".
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Reviews
Red Roo Models Resin
Catalogue: Refer to text.
Scale: 1/32nd
Contents and Media: Instruction sheets - 13 x A4 pages of colour
instructions plus resin pieces.

Price: A$25 per set except 32004 below.
Review Type: First Look
Advantages: High quality and attention to detail. Very good quality
resin with no discernable faults. Good instructions.
Recommendation: Highly recommended for those interested in the
enhancement of the Dragon 1/32 scale kit.

RRR32001 - 1/32 scale RAAF Mustang Detail Set - Hamilton
Standard Paddle Blade version.
RRR32002 - 1/32 scale RAAF Mustang Detail Set - Hamilton
Standard Chisel Tip, Cuffless Blade version.
RRR32003 - 1/32 scale RAAF Mustang Detail Set - Aeroproducts
Needle Blade Blade version. *As used on P-51K)
I will review these seta together as apart from the prop blades (and the
prop Mfr decals) they are basically the same. There is a LOT in each
kit, mostly consisting of a multitude of small detail parts (see the
contents listing on the instructions above).
The instructions are truly comprehensive, consisting of 13 x A4 pages
of notes and detailed photos and diagrams that show you exactly
where each piece goes in the kit, how it is installed and painted etc.
RedRoo does probably the best instructions of anyone these days. The
Resin etc is finely moulded. As can be seen from the photoo of the
parts below, some parts have to be separated from their moulding
blocks, which is usual with resin sets.
One point that should be noted, in case anyone misunderstands - the
instructions include full painting notes for one airframe (in set 32003
above P-51K CV-P KH677) but decals are not included for the
illustrated airframe. These seta are highly recommended for those
building the 1/32 scale dragon kit for which they are intended.

RRR32004 - 1/32 Scale SCR 695 IFF Radio and inertia switch mount
for RAAF NA P-51D and CAC Mustangs. $8.95
In contrat to the 1/32 Mustang detailling sets (see separate review), this
one consists of two resin parts plus 2 slivers of plasticard (for straps).
AS usual the resin is of high qulity with no visible air bubbles.
Instructions consist of a 2 sided A5 sheet but are very informative.
Highly recommended.

All sets are available from Red Roo Models:
Gary Byk - redroo@bigpond.net.au
Website: www.redroomodels.com
Address: Red Roo Models
P.O Box 113
Glen Waverley, VIC 3150
Many thanks to Gary Byk from Red Roo Models for the review copies!

Review by Steve Mackenzie
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Reviews
No.457 (R.A.A.F) Squadron 1941-1945
By Jim Grant and Phillipe Listermann (Authors) & Philedition
(Publisher)
Few people would be aware of an expanding series of publications
under the Philedition imprint of RAF Squadron histories. These books
are privately printed by Phillipe Listermann in France. This is the 3rd in
the series, the previous two having been on 310 and 485 Sqns (with
the next two planned on 137 and 501 Sqns).
Phillipe has privately published these histories in combination with
several different authors. The 457 Squadron history is co-authored by
Jim Grant (from the AHMWA). I had a small part in it as I supplied a
number of photos that were used for the book, others were used as a
basis of some of the Colour Scheme profiles (done by Malcolm Laird
from Ventura Publications). The info below comes from Phillipe's
website (see later):

unit".

This book is available direct from Phillipe Listermann for 19 Euros (plus
postage). Further information is available from his website as below.
Download the Order Form for information on payment options, postage
costs etc:
Phillipe Listermann -philedition@wanadoo.fr
Website: www.raf-in-combat.com/index.html
Many thanks to Phillipe Listermann for the review copy

Review by Steve Mackenzie

"Like all the booklets of this series, it
is divided into three parts, history,
appendices (comprising all the
claims, losses including accidental,
awards, maps and the operational
diary) and pilots’ roster. This
publication is a complete history of
the squadron and it is illustrated by
more than 80 photos and colour
profiles, in 92 pages.
No.457 (RAAF) Squadron was one of
the two Australian fighter units to be
formed in England. It was little known
while based in the UK as it was
overshadowed by No.452 squadron,
its sister unit. However it had its
revenge over Darwin when it became
part of the legendary "Churchill
Wing", led by the famous Australian
ace Clive " Killer " Caldwell, and ran
up a satisfactory score.
The story of this unit is narrated in 92
pages with appendices comprising
the claim list, operational and
accidental losses. The pilots’ roster
gives the war service of all the 194
pilots (175 Australians, 9 British, 5
Canadians, 4 New Zealanders and 1
Newfoundlander) who had been
posted or attached to the unit
between 1941 and 1945. Eight colour
p r o f i l e s and more than 80
photographs illustrate the booklet, the
first ever published on this Australian
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New Ozmods releases
Greg Anderson from Ozmods has sent me the above promotional
material on their latest products as per above. Full details of what is
included with each kit is available from the Ozmods website at
'http://www.users.bigpond.net.au/ozmodsscales/main.html'.
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